BEFORE & AFTER RESULTS

A MAGNA GROUP COMPANY

THE FACTS

INDUSTRY: Plastic exterior automotive parts (head-lights)
METAL PARTS: P2D steel molds with mirror finish on half

PREVIOUS RUST PREVENTION PROCESS:
Baseline RP spray
• Required cleaning the molds before/after
• Messy, time consuming, costly
• Toxic vapors emitted from RP due to high temp of molds

THE RESULTS

ARMOR RUST PREVENTION SOLUTION:
ARMOR WRAP® 30R
• Cleaned/degreased parting lines and mold surfaces
• Properly placed ARMOR WRAP using magnets
• Eliminated toxic conditions from previous RP
• Cost and labor savings

ARMOR SOLUTION COST SAVINGS: $42,000+

For more than 35 years, Armor Protective Packaging® has provided clean, safe, easy and effective rust prevention and rust removal products that are designed to protect metal while in-process, during transport or in storage.